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Present tips on how to internationalize academic libraries and librarians.
Share my journey, experience and best practices.
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ILO-De La Salle University (DLSU) knowledge corner partnership

On 31 January 2011, Mr Lawrence Jeff Johnson, CO-Manila Director, Br. Ricardo Laguda FSC, DLSU Chancellor, and Ms Ana Maria Fresnido, University Library Director formally signed the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) on the ILO-DLSU knowledge corner partnership.

Following the establishment of a partnership with the UPSOLAIR in 2009, the De La Salle University (DLSU) have approached the ILO to set-up similar ILO Knowledge Corner to make ILO publications, reports, statistics, and other work-related information materials available in their own institution.

The ILO-DLSU Knowledge Corner partnership was formally launched after signing the MOA. The Knowledge Corner will be designated in the main libraries of DLSU and the Makati Extension campus.

With this initiative, labour information networking will systematize, regularize, and institutionalize information exchange and sharing. Director Lawrence Jeff Johnson stress that access to proper information, the youth and policy-makers.

ILO to Occupy corners at DLSU Library

by: Joseph Yap, MEC Librarian

The De La Salle University Library and the International Labour Organization (ILO) country office in Manila will soon embark on a new partnership— to put up DLSU–ILO Knowledge Corners.

The signing of the Memorandum of Agreement is tentatively scheduled in January 2011 at DLSU. ILO has granted two knowledge corners for DLSU. The first is to be located at the Information Reference Service (2nd level) of the University Library and the second corner will be installed at the Makati Extension Campus (MEC) Library (5th level) of RCBC Plaza, Makati.

The objective of the collaboration is to effectively disseminate labor information published by the ILO through information exchange and knowledge sharing.

This partnership includes various activities and services like ILO orientation and knowledge-sharing sessions and participation in different events and activities, including conferences, book fairs, special exhibitions, and video screenings as agreed by both parties.

As a start, two boxes of materials were sent by ILO to DLSU Library on December 14, 2010. The Library will immediately process these materials and make them available in time for MOA signing.

Other ILO Knowledge Corners can be found at the University of the Philippines – School of Labor and Industrial Relations (SOLAIR) and at the Asian Institute of Management (AIM).
Permanency as Motivation

Joseph Yap, here to stay!

January 07, 2013

With an eventful three-year career at DLSU and having been the speaker to various seminars and trainings for librarians, the Permanency Board approved the permanent position of Joseph Yap beginning Term 2 of AY 2012-2013.

In 2010, Joseph joined De La Salle University as a Catalog Librarian. July of the same year, he was assigned at the Graduate School of Business, Makati Extension Campus (MEC). The MEC Library caters to the graduate students and faculty members of program Masters in Business Administration, Juris-Doctor Degree (MBA/JD). The collection of the library spans from management, economics, marketing, finance, accounting, statistics and law.

Early in his career, he served as the Information Resource Officer of the Asian Collaborative Training Network for Malaria (ACTMalaria) in 2006. He was in-charge of the ACTMalaria Information Resource Center (AIRC) and was an active member of Medical and Health Librarians Association of the Philippines (MAHLAP) and became its PRO in 2008.

Mr. Yap is the current president of the Association of Special Libraries of the Philippines (ASLP).
Programs that Support IL

LORA, the Librarian Gives a Lecture on Media and Information Literacy

November 17, 2016

As DLSU Libraries continues to promote media and information literacy (MIL), a free half-day lecture was conducted to 15 teacher-librarians affiliated with the Department of Education Division of Imus City held at the Ortigas Room, The Learning Commons, 13th floor, Henry Sy Sr. Hall on 10 November 2016, 9:00AM to 11:30AM.

Louie Zebela (Readers’ Services Librarian), Joseph Yap (Instructional Media Services Coordinator), and Donna Lyn Lebagon (Special Collections Librarian) as resource persons provided an overview and introduction of the basics of media and information literacy. They discussed the MIL modules based from UNESCO’s initiative, young people as consumers of media, how to interpret media, integration of media culture and technology, and cooperation and sharing of ideas.

LORA, the Librarian is one of the community extension activities of the Libraries, which aims to provide training on the different aspects of library work, and guide librarians from public primary and secondary schools, community libraries, etc. in sourcing for free library resources.
The DLSU Libraries launches the first human library in the country

August 22, 2014

The very first Human Library in the Philippines was organized by the De La Salle University Libraries and was launched on August 14, 2014.

In the opening remarks delivered by Ms. Ana Maria B. Fresnido, the Director of the Libraries, she said that the Human Library started in 2000 in Denmark, founded by Mr. Ronni Abergel and his group; and that it is composed of human or living books who have special talents or life experiences to share, thus serving as primary sources of information and providing opportunities for real and authentic discussions. She further stated that Human Libraries actually aim to challenge stereotype, stigma, prejudice and discrimination.

Ten volunteers representing different types of prejudices served as living books and were tagged as: (1) *The Unbearable Lightness of Being Me* by Maria Vanessa Medina (lightweight); (2) *Pride vs. Prejudice: Making the World More LGBT-Friendly* by Eric Julian Manalastas (Gay); (3) *Proud Tibo, Proud Nanay* by Ma. Luisa Toribio (Lesbian); (4) *The Tattoo Artist* by Alfred K. Guevara (Tattooed);
What is the focus of the paper

- Children in Non-Traditional Families and Difficult Circumstances
  - What is their family structure like?
  - How does the family structure impact children's behaviors and functioning?
  - What are the risk and protective factors in their current family situation?
  - When is alternative parental care an option?
- Review of Current Literature
- Suggested Next Steps
Live at the Libraries: Open Mic (Spoken Words)

February 02, 2017
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Global librarianship: The role of American academic librarianship and ACRL

By JoAn S. Segal Executive Director, ACRL

Active participation in IFLA is encouraged.

Contributions Made by Academic Librarians in Global Librarianship

Standards

Philosophy of Librarianship

Political

Association

Resource Exchange
2020 top trends in academic libraries

A review of the trends and issues affecting academic libraries in higher education

Members of the ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee: Allison Benedetti (chair) is director of the Arts, Music, and Powell Libraries at UCLA, email: abenedetti@library.ucla.edu, Ginny Boehme (vice-chair) is science librarian at Miami University, email: boehmomy@miamioh.edu, Thomas R. Caswell is associate dean at University of North Florida, email: t.caswell@unf.edu, Kyle Dentinger is digital pedagogy and open education librarian at Wake Forest University, email: dentinkd@wfu.edu, Yuan Li is scholarly communications librarian at Princeton University, email: yli@princeton.edu, Alex D. McAllister is humanities librarian at Appalachian State University, email: mcallister@ AppState. Brian D. Quigley is head of the Engineering and Physical Sciences Division at the University of California-Berkeley, email: bqquigley@berkeley.edu, Catherine B. Soehner is associate dean for research and director of the Eccles Health Sciences Library and director of the MidContinental Region and Training Office, National Network of Libraries of Medicine at the University of Utah, email: email: catherine.soehner@utah.edu, Minglu Wang is research data management librarian at York University, email: mingluwa@yorku.ca, Andrew J. Wesolek is director of digital scholarship and communications at Vanderbilt University, email: andrew.j.wesolek@vanderbilt.edu
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Internationalizing means:

- Plan and Strategize
- Investigate and Research
- Collaborate and Benchmark
- Implement and Assess
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